Marietta, Georgia, November 5, 2018 – Dr. Mark Kovacs, the Director of the LIFE Sport Science Institute (LSSI) and Associate Professor in the Department of Sport Health Science at Life University (LIFE), presented on the topic of Using Sport Technology To Keep Athletes In The Game at the 2018 Boston Sports Medicine Symposium. This is the 23rd year of this prestigious medical and healthcare conference.

“This conference is a major educational event that brings the latest research and practical application to the medical community to help better train, treat and rehab athletes at all levels of sport in the United States,” says Dr. Kovacs. “It was a privilege to present alongside true pioneers in the industry and share the latest work that I have been involved with regarding various sport-focused technologies, and some of the information is covered in the graduate class that I teach at Life University focused on Technology in Sport.”

The purpose of the conference was to provide medical providers at the pediatric, high school, collegiate, professional and senior levels with guidance on the identification, prevention and treatment of injuries seen in athletes at all levels. Case examples; research reviews; injury updates of current recommendations; and methods for return to sport in common areas like injury reduction, post-operative care and various functional treatment techniques were discussed.

“The ability to share the information is one aspect of the symposium, but an even greater privilege is to be able to bring back to the LIFE campus the latest information in these areas and build upon the applied research and education we are performing at the LSSI, while also adding to the curriculum that is being taught to the students that we mentor here in the undergraduate and graduate programs in Sport Health Science,” remarks Dr. Kovacs. “It was privilege to present alongside some of the true leaders in sports medicine, such as Drs. Ben Kibler, Alan Curtis, Mark Philippon, Kevin Wilk and many others.”

For anyone interested in more information on the Sport Health Science Department and the degrees offered at Life University, visit LIFE.edu/Academics or call 800.543.3202.
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